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Background: NS5806 activates the transient outward potassium current Ito, and has been 
claimed to reproduce Brugada Syndrome (BrS) in ventricular wedge preparations. Ito modulates 
excitation-contraction coupling, which is critical in alternans dynamics. We explored NS5806-
arrhythmogenic effects in the intact whole heart and its impact on alternans.

Methods: Langendorff-perfused rabbit hearts (n = 20) underwent optical AP and Ca 
mapping during pacing at decremental cycle lengths (CL). Spontaneous arrhythmias and 
pacing-induced alternans was characterized at baseline (BL), after perfusing with NS5806, 
before and after adding verapamil (VP), and SEA0400 (SEA, n = 5 each), to modulate 
Ca-current and Na-Ca exchange, the main AP-Ca coupling mechanisms.

Results: NS5806 induced BrS-like ECG features in 6 out of 20 hearts. NS5806 prolonged 
steady-state (3 Hz) action potential duration (APD) by 16.8%, Ca decay constant by 34%, 
and decreased conduction velocity (CV) by 52.6%. After NS5806 infusion, spontaneous 
ventricular ectopy (VE) and AP/Ca alternans occurred. Pacing-induced alternans during 
NS5806 infusion occurred at longer CL and were AP/Ca discordant from its onset. Spatially 
discordant alternans after NS5806 infusion had non-propagation-driven nodal line 
distribution. No spontaneous phase-2 reentry occurred. Under NS5806 + VP, alternans 
became AP/Ca concordant and only induced in two out of five; NS5806 + SEA did not 
affect alternans but suppressed spontaneous ectopy.

Conclusions: NS5806 disrupts AP-Ca coupling and leads to Ca-driven, AP/Ca-discordant 
alternans and VE. Despite BrS-like ECG features, no spontaneous sustained arrhythmias 
or phase-2 reentry occurred. NS5806 does not fully reproduce BrS in the intact rabbit heart.
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INTRODUCTION

NS5806, an activator of the transient outward potassium channel, 
Ito, has been used as an experimental model of Brugada Syndrome 
(BrS) in both right and left ventricular wedge preparations 
(Calloe et al., 2009; Minoura et al., 2013) alone or in combination 
with verapamil (VP) (Szel et  al., 2013; Szel and Antzelevitch, 
2014; Patocskai et  al., 2016, 2017; Yoon et  al., 2018). Data 
were presented from a wedge preparation illustrating that 
heterogeneous loss of the action potential (AP) dome (plateau) 
at some, but not all, epicardial sites, creates an epicardial or 
transmural dispersion of repolarization, which induces phase-2 
reentry and is responsible for arrhythmogenesis. A more recent 
study, however, reported that artifactual transmural AP gradients 
may have been induced by the wedge preparation (Boukens 
et al., 2017). A demonstration of NS5806 arrhythmogenic effects 
in the intact whole heart has been lacking.

The mechanisms of BrS arrhythmogenesis remain a subject 
of debate. Although primarily due to genetic mutations that 
reduce expression or function of cardiac Na channels [mutations 
in SCN5A (Chen et  al., 1998), CACNa1c, GPD1L, MOG1, 
SCN10A (Bezzina et  al., 2013), and plakophillin-2 (Cerrone 
et  al., 2014)], Ito – most prominent in the right ventricle 
(RV) epicardium – is thought to cause its phenotypic expression. 
Epicardial shortening of the action potential duration (APD) 
due to unopposed Ito leads to transmural repolarization 
gradients that give rise to the characteristic ECG changes 
(Calloe et  al., 2009) and set the stage for phase-2 reentry 
and ventricular fibrillation (VF) (Yan and Antzelevitch, 1999). 
The role of Ito in BrS arrhythmogenesis seems to be confirmed 
by the fact that gain-of-function mutations in KCND3-encoded 
Kv4.3 potassium channel, which generates Ito- lead to BrS 
(Giudicessi et  al., 2011), and, thus, the creation of NS5806, 
were shown to reproduce the ECG phenotype and 
arrhythmogenesis of BrS in canine wedge preparations (Calloe 
et al., 2009; Minoura et al., 2013). Increased Ito is also thought 
to play a role in arrhythmogenesis of early repolarization 
syndrome (Antzelevitch, 2013).

Modulation of Ito can alter APD alternans dynamics. 
T-wave alternans – the electrocardiographic manifestation 
of APD alternans – is a recognized harbinger of malignant 
ventricular arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death (Holley 
and Cooper, 2009). Alternans can be caused by APD restitution 
dynamics (voltage-driven) or by Ca-cycling dynamics (Sato 
et  al., 2006), each with its own characteristics (Sato et  al., 
2006). Alternans occurs in BrS (Morita et  al., 2006), and 
is a predictor of an increased risk of ventricular arrhythmias 
(Uchimura-Makita et  al., 2014).

The Ito plays an important role in excitation-contraction 
coupling due to its effects on repolarization and on the L-type 
Ca current (ICa,L) (Sah et al., 2003). Thus, it can have significant 
impact on Ca-cycling dynamics, which in turn can 
be  arrhythmogenic via multiple mechanisms, including the 
generation of alternans (Liu et al., 2015). We tested the validity 
of NS5806 as a BrS model and its arrhythmogenic effects on 
an isolated intact whole rabbit heart model and focused on 
AP-Ca coupling.

Our data do not support NS5806 as an all-around BrS model, 
but demonstrate Ca-driven alternans during NS5806 infusion and 
suggest Ca-cycling arrhythmogenesis can occur via Ito modulation.

METHODS

All animal experiments have been approved by our Institutional 
Animal Care and Use Committee, and all experiments were 
performed in accordance with the Guide for Care and Use 
of Laboratory Animals (NIH Publication No.85-23, revised 2011).

Adult New Zealand white rabbits, 3–4 kg, were anesthetized 
with 50  mg/kg  i.p. pentobarbital sodium and anticoagulated 
with 1,000  U/kg  i.p. heparin. Hearts were rapidly removed 
and retrogradely perfused in a Langendorff apparatus (see 
Figure 1A) with a constant perfusion pressure of 60–65 mmHg 
at 37°C with oxygenated Tyrode’s solution containing (mM): 
NaCl 136, KCl 5.4, CaCl2 1.8, MgCl2 1.0, NaH2PO4 0.33, Hepes 
10, glucose 10, pH adjusted to 7.2 with NaOH. The perfusion 
pressure was monitored using an in-line physiological pressure 
transducer connected to the Bridge Amplifier (AD Instruments 
Inc., Colorado Springs, CO). ECGs were recorded using the 
Animal Bio Amplifier (AD Instruments Inc.) from perfusion 
start through to the experiment end using two wire leads, 
one connected to the right atrium and the other connected 
to the right ventricular apex. Data analyses were performed 
off-line using LabChart software (AD Instruments Inc.).

We used the Ca fluorophore Rhod-2  AM  (0.2  mg dissolved 
in 0.2 ml of dimethyl sulfoxide containing Pluronic F-127, 20% 
wt/vol) to track intracellular Ca. This solution, diluted in 150 ml 
of Tyrode’s solution to achieve a final Rhod-2 concentration 
of 1.18  μmol/L, was infused into the heart over a 30-min 
period. The heart was then stained with voltage-sensitive dye 
RH237 (0.33  μM) for 10  min to measure membrane potential. 
Both dyes were from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Blebbistatin 
at a final concentration of 5 μmol/L was applied as an excitation-
contraction uncoupler to eliminate motion artifacts. Studies 
have shown that blebbistatin at 5–10 μM completely eliminated 
contraction in all cardiac preparations but did not have any 
effect on electrical activity, including ECG parameters, atrial 
and ventricular effective refractory periods, and atrial and 
ventricular activation patterns. Blebbistatin at 10  μM had no 
effect on action potential morphology and intracellular calcium 
transients’ morphology (Fedorov et  al., 2007; Lou et  al., 2012). 
Fluorescence was excited with a LEX2 LED light source (532 nm, 
Brainvision Inc., Japan). Emitted fluorescence was split by a 
630-nm dichroic mirror and collected using two electron-
multiplying CCD cameras (Cascade 128+, Photometrics, Tucson, 
AZ). We  used a grid to calibrate the locations of the field of 
view of the two CCD cameras. Using this calibration, we  could 
compare the recordings of intracellular Ca and membrane 
potential from the same locations. For intracellular Ca, reflected 
fluorescence was collected through a 585  ±  20-nm filter. For 
membrane voltage, passed fluorescence was collected through 
a 710-nm long pass filter. Simultaneous signals were recorded 
with synchronized CCD cameras operating at 200 frames per 
second with a spatial resolution of 0.172 × 0.172 mm2 per pixel.
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Hearts were paced at 2, 3, 4, and 5  Hz, up to 10  Hz from 
the apex using a square pulse stimulator (S88X, Grass 
Technologies, West Warwick, RI) before and after applying each 
drug. Pacing rates were variably increased up to a maximum 
rate that maintained 1:1 capture. Ten stimulations were applied 
in each pacing rate. Ca and action potential (AP) signals were 
recorded during and after pacing in totals of 5  s. Pacing at 
increasing rates was used to induce alternans. When induced, 
the alternans phases in APD and Ca transients were compared 
to assess electro-mechanical (AP/Ca) concordance (if short APD 
beats had small Ca transients) vs. discordance (short APD beats 
had large Ca transients). Additionally, the alternans phase (of 
APD and Ca) was assessed across the mapped heart surface 
for spatial concordance vs. discordance (Sato et  al., 2006; de 
Diego et  al., 2008). Pacing rates were progressively increased 
to assess dynamic behavior of alternans. APD and Ca transient 
alternans maps were constructed by subtracting APD or Ca 
transient amplitude, respectively, from consecutive beats in each 
pixel and color-coding the differences (de Diego et  al., 2008).

Drug Studies
NS5806 (Tocris Bioscience, Minneapolis, MN) was dissolved 
in dimethyl sulfoxide (30  mM stock) and stored at −20°C in 
aliquots, and freshly diluted in Tyrode’s solution at a final 
concentration of 5, 15, and 45 μM before use. Unless otherwise 

indicated, recordings at 45  μM NS5806 are shown. Verapamil 
(VP, Verapamil HCl Injection, USP  5  mg/2  ml, Hospira, Inc., 
Lake Forest, IL) at 2.5  μM final concentration was directly 
diluted from a stock solution of 2.5  mg/ml. SEA0400 (SEA, 
Tocris Bioscience, Minneapolis, MN) was dissolved in dimethyl 
sulphoxide (2  mM stock) and stored at −20°C in aliquots, 
and freshly diluted in Tyrode’s solution at a final concentration 
of 1  μM. For combination treatments, NS5806 was applied 
first. After stabilization and BL pacing, hearts were perfused 
with NS5806 (n = 20). Additional drug studies followed (n = 5 
each): VP, 2.5  μM, and SEA 1  μM. Final concentrations of 5, 
15, and 45  μM NS5806 and 1  μM SEA were obtained by 
cumulative adding of aliquots of corresponding stock solutions 
30  mM NS5806 and 2  mM SEA to Tyrode’s solution to limit 
the final concentration of dimethyl sulphoxide to an approximate 
maximum of 0.48% v/v. At BL, dimethyl sulphoxide (up to 
0.5% v/v) alone produced no significant effect on mechanical 
and electrophysiological variables of the heart preparations.

Data Analysis
Optical mapping data were analyzed with custom software 
using spatial and temporal filtering. The amplitude of the AP 
was normalized during processing. The peak amplitude became 
the maximum value and the trough became the minimum 
value. The AP duration, however, should not be  significantly 

A B C

FIGURE 1 | Experimental protocol and representative examples of ECG changes induced by NS5806. (A) Langendorff-perfused rabbit hearts with ECG and 
pacing electrodes (top) and experimental protocol (bottom). Hearts were perfused with Tyrode’s solution. After stabilization and BL recording, hearts were perfused 
with NS5806 first. Additional drug studies followed: VP and SEA. (B) Representative examples of ECG changes induced by NS5806: BrS-like ECG features, 
bigeminy, T-wave alternans, VT and VF episodes. All were non-sustained. VF episodes were only observed with pacing. (C) ST segment elevation, QRS duration, 
and PR interval in different conditions. NS5806 induced QRS widening, ST-segment elevation, and PR prolongation. NS5806 + SEA prolonged PR interval. 
NS5806 + VP increased ST elevation. Box = 25th and 75th percentiles. Bars = minimum and maximum values. Dots = outliers. p < 0.05 was considered statistically 
significant. BL, Baseline; VP, Verapamil; SEA, SEA0400.
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impacted by this process. AP duration was measured at 50% 
(APD50) and at 80% (APD80) of repolarization. Ca transient 
decay constant (TAU) was calculated by fitting the Ca fluorescent 
signal to an exponential curve. According to the data distribution, 
the Mann-Whitney rank sum test or Student’s t test, Chi-square 
test, or Fisher’s exact test, using SigmaStat 3.1 (Systat Software 
Inc., San Jose, CA), was used to compare the median and 
interquartile range or mean and standard deviation values of 
parameters and occurrence of ectopy, before and after application 
of NS5806, and before and after application of additional drugs. 
p  <  0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

We employed 5, 15, and 45 μM NS5806 to Langendorff-perfused 
whole rabbit hearts. Overall, we  found that 5  μM NS5806 
neither changed ECG morphology, nor the characteristics of 
APD or Ca transient. By increasing the concentration to 15 μM, 
minor ECG changes were induced, but not consistently. By 
further increasing the concentration to 45  μM, we  consistently 
observed major ECG changes and prolonged APD.

We did not find any loss of AP dome, spontaneous sustained 
arrhythmias, phase-2 reentry or otherwise using any of the 
aforementioned doses of NS5806 in this whole heart preparation.

NS5806 Effects on ECG
ECGs were recorded continuously at BL and during NS5806 
infusion in 20 hearts. Using each rabbit heart as its own control, 
at 45  μM NS5806, we  observed QRS widening from 60 (52, 
65) to 108 (101, 146) ms, p  <  0.001; ST-segment elevation 
from 0.1 (0, 0.3) to 0.3 (0.2, 0.5) mV, p = 0.016; and prolongation 
of PR interval from 88 (81, 92) to 129 (126, 177) ms, p < 0.001, 
(Figure  1C).

Spontaneous arrhythmias did not occur at BL in any of 
the animals. After applying NS5806, 100% of them had 
spontaneous premature ventricular complexes (PVCs), 55% had 
bigeminy, 15% had spontaneous (non-paced) T-wave alternans, 
35% had ventricular tachycardia (VT) episodes, and 30% had 
BrS-like ECG features. All were non-sustained. Bigeminy was 
characterized by each sinus rhythm beat being followed by 
an ectopic beat with broad QRS complexes for more than 
3  cycles. VT episodes were characterized by three or more 
consecutive ventricular ectopic beats with a rapid heart rate 
(> 150  bpm). No episodes of spontaneous VF were observed 
at BL or after NS5806 treatment. Figure 1B shows representative 
examples of ECG changes induced by NS5806.

NS5806 Effects on Action Potential  
and Ca Transients
The application of 5 μM NS5806 did not change either APD50 
or APD80. By increasing the concentration to 45  μM, both 
APD50 and APD80 were prolonged (Figure  2A). At 3  Hz 
pacing, NS5806 significantly increased APD50 from 146.3 ± 9.6 
to 171.0  ±  16.5  ms, (p  <  0.001) and significantly reduced 
conduction velocity (CV) from 0.38  ±  0.08 to 0.18  ±  0.05  m/s 

(p  <  0.001). Ca transient changes were also present. NS5806 
increased TAU from 98.9 (92.5, 103.6) to 126.6 (108.3, 156.6) 
ms, p  <  0.001 (see Figure  2B). Figure  2C illustrates examples 
of the effect of NS5806 on APs and Ca transients.

Action Potential Duration and Conduction 
Velocity Restitution
NS5806 dramatically changed the rate-dependence of APD and 
CV. Figure  2D compares APD restitution curves measured at 
BL and after NS5806 treatment. Driven by APD prolongation, 
NS5806 reached a longer range of diastolic intervals (DIs) 
with an APD restitution slope  >  1, from 65 (56, 74) to 90 
(85, 96) ms, p  <  0.001. The maximal APD restitution slope 
was higher at BL. NS5806 decreased maximal pacing frequency 
with preserved 1:1 capture. Thus, NS5806 failed to maintain 
1:1 capture at shorter DIs, increasing the DI values at which 
the slope of APD restitution was >1.

NS5806 dropped CV by half and led to a nearly flat CV 
restitution curve, in part due to lack of capture at short DIs.

Spatial variations in APD and CV occurred after infusion 
of NS5806, particularly at high pacing frequency, which were 
modulated by the addition of other drugs. These heterogeneous 
phenomena were augmented by VP and mitigated by SEA. 
Figure 3 shows APD and isochronal maps of paced propagations 
under different conditions. At faster rates, CV slowing and 
APD prolongation became more apparent in the RV (to the 
right of the dotted line that represents the left anterior 
descending artery).

Pause-Dependent Action Potential 
Duration Shortening
APD restitution curves as described above were constructed 
using steady-state APDs during pacing at different rates. However, 
during NS5806 infusion, APD shortening – rather than 
prolongation – was noted following very long (>1  s) pauses 
after pacing bursts, and after PVCs. Figure  4A shows an 
example. Figure 4B shows APD restitution curves and Figure 4C 
shows APD and isochronal map for long DI beats (beat 1 at 
BL and beat 2 after NS5806 in Figure  4A). This finding led 
us to investigate the APD rate adaptation during abrupt pacing 
bursts at different frequencies. In BL control conditions, the 
first paced beat following a long DI had a long APD. Subsequent 
paced beats in control conditions led to APD and Ca alternans, 
most commonly in phases (AP/Ca concordant). After NS5806 
infusion, the first paced beat following a long DI had a short 
APD, while the Ca transient had normal rate-dependence and 
was large after long DIs. Thus, the short first APD still had 
a large Ca transient, which led to APD/Ca alternans discordance 
after NS5806 administration. Phase diagrams of Ca and APD 
at BL and under different drugs are shown in Figure  4D. 
This phenomenon was unaffected by SEA, but was eliminated 
by VP.

Action Potential and Ca Alternans
In control conditions, there was no alternans during spontaneous 
beating. During incremental pacing, AP and Ca alternans developed 
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at an onset pacing cycle length (CLonset) of 200 (200, 250) 
ms and continued at shorter pacing cycle lengths. At the minimum 
capturing cycle length (CLmin) of 125 (111, 143) ms, alternans 
was induced at BL in all 20 hearts, of which 14 were spatially 
discordant and 4 were AP/Ca discordant. Thus, under control 
conditions, spatially discordant alternans appeared, as expected, 
at faster pacing rates and followed the spatial alternans phase 
gradients determined by the propagation direction –with the 
nodal line separating out-of-phase regions roughly orthogonal 
to propagation – and was predominantly AP/Ca concordant 
(see Figures  5A,B).

NS5806 facilitated the occurrence of alternans, which increased 
the CLonset from 200 (200, 250) to 333 (250, 333) ms, p < 0.001, 
and made alternans AP/Ca discordant from its onset (see 
Figure  5C). NS5806 increased CLmin from 125 (111, 143) to 
250 (200, 250) ms, p  <  0.001 (Figure  5D). At CLmin, the 
spatially discordant alternans arose, and was always AP/Ca 
discordant. Its spatial distribution occurred in patches of out-of-
phase areas that did not follow the expected location determined 
by the propagation direction (Figure  5D). Figure  5 shows 
examples of AP/Ca concordant, spatially concordant (Figure 5A), 
spatially discordant (Figure  5B) alternans at BL and AP/Ca 

discordant, spatially concordant (Figure  5C), and spatially 
discordant (Figure  5D) alternans after NS5806 treatment. The 
occurrence of alternans and its spatial and AP/Ca concordance 
at CLmin was quantified and is shown in Figure  5E. The CL 
of alternans at onset and at maximum capturing pacing rate 
in different conditions is summarized in Figure  5F.

Spontaneous (non-paced) alternans occurred only after 
NS5806 infusion in 4 out of the 20 hearts. AP/Ca maps showed 
that such alternans was both spatially and AP/Ca discordant 
(Figure  6C). There was a minor alternation in propagation 
velocity (particularly towards the RV), but the repolarization 
sequence was dramatically different in alternating beats 
(Figure  6B). Of note, spontaneous non-paced alternans did 
not lead to spontaneous sustained arrhythmias.

NS5806-Induced Arrhythmias
NS5806 induced 13 non-sustained VTs, 1 sustained VT, and 
1 non-sustained VF, with pacing in total of 20 hearts. However, 
all hearts developed spontaneous PVCs with frequent bigeminy 
(Figure  7A). In all cases of bigeminy, pause-dependent APD 
shortening appeared to play a role. At slow (spontaneous) 
cycle lengths, long DIs were followed by short APDs. However, 

A

B

C

D

FIGURE 2 | Effects of NS5806 and additional drugs on action potential (AP) and Ca transient dynamics. (A) APD50 (at 50% of repolarization) and APD80 at BL, 5, 
15, and 45 μM of NS5806. At 45 μM, both APD50 and APD80 were prolonged. (B) APD50, conduction velocity (CV), and Ca exponential decay (TAU) during pacing 
at 3 Hz in different conditions. NS5806 significantly increased APD50, reduced CV, and increased TAU. NS5806 + SEA significantly reduced APD50 and increased 
CV compared to NS5806. NS5806 + VP reduced APD50 compared to NS5806. n = 20 animals in BL and NS5806 group, n = 5 animals in NS5806 + VP and 
NS5806 + SEA group. Box = 25th and 75th percentiles. Bars = minimum and maximum values. Dots = outliers. p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. (C) 
Superimposed AP and Ca tracings during pacing at 3 Hz in different conditions. (D) APD50 and CV restitution in different conditions. NS5806 reached longer range 
of DI with an APD restitution slope > 1. NS5806 failed to maintain 1:1 capture at shorter DIs. NS5806 dropped CV by half and led to a nearly flat CV restitution 
curve. DI, Diastolic interval. Other abbreviations as in Figure 1.
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the amplitude of the Ca transient of these beats was consistently 
large. Ectopic beats initiated at sites in which the Ca transient 
was still on-going (~30.9% of maximum amplitude) while the 
AP had already terminated (indicated with arrow in Figure 7). 
Although a reverse APD rate-dependence was present across 
the mapped tissues, sites at the PVC origin had consistently 
>25% of the maximum Ca transient amplitude at the onset 
of the PVC. Spontaneous non-sustained VT had identical 
mechanisms and consistently appeared focal in origin as 
the PVCs.

Effects of Na-Ca Exchange in  
NS5806-Induced Arrhythmogenesis
Na-Ca exchange (NCX) mediates one form of AP-Ca coupling, 
whereby one intracellular Ca2+ ion is exchanged with three Na+ 

ions, leading to one net positive change entry. We  hypothesized 
that NCX played a role in the generation of ectopic bigeminal 
beats. In this scenario, a large or prolonged Ca transient persisting 
beyond the termination of the AP would lead to electrogenic 
NCX and promote phase-4 depolarization via NCX. Five rabbit 
hearts underwent sequential perfusion with NS5806 followed 
by SEA, a NCX blocker. NS5806  +  SEA reduced QRS widening 
from 108 (101, 146) to 73 (56, 124) ms, p  =  0.048 and led to 
a ST elevation of 0.28 (0.14, 0.34) mV, which was not significantly 
different compared to the BL condition of 0.1 (0, 0.3) mV, 
p  =  0.17. NS5806  +  SEA increased prolongation of PR interval 
from 88 (81, 92) to 166 (132, 202) ms, p  =  0.002. At 3  Hz 
pacing, NS5806  +  SEA significantly reduced APD50 from 
171.0  ±  16.5 to 153.3  ±  8.3  ms (p  =  0.049), increased CV from 
0.18  ±  0.05 to 0.23  ±  0.03  m/s (p  =  0.037), and increased TAU 

FIGURE 3 | APD and isochronal maps of paced propagations under different conditions. Spatial variations in APD and CV occurred after infusion of NS5806, 
particularly at high pacing frequency, which were modulated by the addition of other drugs. This heterogeneous phenomena were augmented by VP and mitigated 
by SEA. At faster rates, CV slowing and APD prolongation became more apparent in the RV (to the right of the dotted line that represents the left anterior 
descending artery). Of note, APD maps are shown in same time scale to appreciate the APD prolongation with color.
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from 98.9 (92.5, 103.6) to 116.6 (108.6, 127.0) ms, p  =  0.002 
(see Figure  2 for details). The APD prolongation induced by 
NS5806 was reduced, suggesting that some of the NS5806-
induced APD prolongation might have been related to NCX.

NS5806  +  SEA increased the CLonset of alternans from 
200 (200, 250) to 333 (270, 333) ms, p  =  0.004, and CLmin 
from 125 (111, 143) to 200 (200, 300) ms, p = 0.002. Alternans 
was AP/Ca discordant from its onset. At CLmin, alternans 
was induced in all cases, of which 25% was spatially discordant 
and all cases were AP/Ca discordant – unchanged from NS5806-
induced alternans.

During spontaneous beating, SEA abolished NS5806-induced 
ventricular bigeminy and ectopic VT in all hearts (see Figure 7 
examples of ECG, Ca, and AP tracing), supporting the above 
contention that NCX played a role in the generation of ectopic 
bigeminal beats.

Effects of ICa,L Blockade in NS5806-Induced 
Arrhythmogenesis
ICa,L mediates AP/Ca coupling. Intracellular Ca can impact the 
AP via Ca-induced inactivation of ICa,L, which shortens the 
AP. The balance between Ca-induced ICa,L inactivation (which 
shortens the AP-“negative coupling”) and Ca-mediated NCX 
(which prolongs the AP-“positive coupling”) is a key factor 
determining whether alternans is AP/Ca concordant or discordant 
(Sato et  al., 2006). In the absence of a pharmacological means 

to probe Ca-induced ICa,L inactivation, we  tested the effects of 
VP as an all-over ICa,L inhibitor. NS5806  +  VP reduced QRS 
widening from 108 (101, 146) to 95 (51, 110) ms, p  =  0.048 
and increased ST elevation from 0.1 (0, 0.3) to 0.42 (0.21, 
0.6) mV, p  =  0.049. At 3  Hz pacing, NS5806  +  VP reduced 
APD50 from 171.0  ±  16.5 to 142.1  ±  27.1  ms, p  =  0.037; 
decreased CV from 0.38  ±  0.08 to 0.19  ±  0.05  m/s, p  <  0.001; 
and increased TAU from 98.9 (92.5, 103.6) to 125.6 (112.5, 
142.0) ms, p  =  0.002.

NS5806 + VP normalized CLonset of alternans to 208 (167, 
250) ms, which is no different from control condition of 200 
(200, 250) ms, p  =  0.80, and increased CLmin from 125 (111, 
143) to 208 (167, 250) ms, p  =  0.024. Alternans was induced 
in two-fifths of the hearts, both cases were spatially discordant 
but AP/Ca concordant, as opposed to the effects of NS5806 
alone (see Figure  6A). Adding VP to NS5806 did not have 
an effect on spontaneous ventricular ectopy (VE) but it 
significantly increased the inducibility of VF with pacing from 
7 (1/14) to 60% (3/5), p  =  0.04 (Figure  5E).

DISCUSSION

The salient results of our studies are that NS5806 leads to: 
(1) steady-state APD prolongation with pause-dependent APD 
shortening; (2) CV slowing; (3) prolongation of the Ca decay 

A

B

D

C

FIGURE 4 | APD rate adaptation. An example of pause-dependent APD shortening during NS5806 infusion (A), APD restitution curves (B), and APD and 
isochronal map (C) for long DI beats (beat 1 at BL and beat 2 after NS5806). Dotted line marks location of left anterior descending artery. During NS5806 infusion, 
APD shortening – rather than prolongation – was noted following very long (>1 s) pauses after pacing bursts. (D) Phase diagrams of Ca and APD at BL and under 
different drugs. In BL control conditions, the first paced beat following a long DI had a long APD. Subsequent paced beats led to APD and Ca alternans, most 
commonly in phase (AP/Ca concordant). During NS5806 infusion, the first paced beat following a long DI had a short APD, while the Ca transient had normal rate-
dependence and was large after long DIs. Thus, the short first APD had still a large Ca transient, which led to APD/Ca alternans discordance after NS5806 
administration. NS5806-induced AP/Ca-discordant alternans was unaffected by SEA, but was eliminated by VP.
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constant; (4) facilitation of AP/Ca-discordant alternans, both 
spontaneously and pacing-induced; and (5) ventricular ectopic 
beats consistent with Ca-driven phase-4 depolarization via 
NCX but absence of phase-2 reentry. Additional drug testing 
sheds some light onto the potential mechanisms. NCX blockade 

with SEA eliminated phase-4 depolarization and corrected 
some of the NS5806-induced APD changes but did not affect 
alternans. VP eliminated alternans AP/Ca discordance, but 
increased VF inducibility at slow rates. Our data support 
Ca-cycling dynamics playing a role in arrhythmogenesis 

A

B

C

E

D

F

FIGURE 5 | Alternans dynamics. At BL, pacing-induced alternans was predominantly electro-mechanically (AP/Ca) and spatially concordant (A). Faster pacing 
made alternans spatially discordant with a nodal line (blue dotted line) perpendicular to propagation (black arrow) (B). After NS5806 infusion, alternans was AP/Ca 
discordant from its onset (C). Faster pacing made alternans spatially discordant with a nodal line not following propagation direction (D). (E) The occurrence of 
alternans and its spatial and AP/Ca concordance at maximum capturing pacing rate. Con Alt, concordant alternans; Dis Alt, discordant alternans. (F) The cycle 
length of alternans at onset and maximum capturing pacing rate in different conditions. Lines show mean ± SD. p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

A B C

FIGURE 6 | Spontaneous NS5806-induced alternans is AP/Ca and spatially discordant. (A) ECG of spontaneous T-wave alternans (top), long-short-long-short 
APD alternans (mid), and small-large-small-large Ca transient amplitude alternans (bottom). (B) Depolarization isochronal maps show a minor alternation in 
propagation velocity (particularly towards the RV), but the repolarization sequence was dramatically different in alternating beats. Dotted line marks location of left 
anterior descending artery. (C) Alternans maps show AP/Ca and spatial discordance.
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associated with NS5806, but do not support a reproduction 
of BrS phenotype by it.

Ito Modulation by NS5806: Dose Response
A prior canine study found that 10  μM NS5806 significantly 
increased the magnitude of Ito and slowed inactivation in 
ventricular mid-myocardial cells (Calloe et  al., 2009). Another 
study investigated the effects of different doses of NS5806 on 
rabbit ventricular Ito. They found that10 μM NS5806 increased 
Ito. However, 30 and 100 μM NS5806 caused a biphasic response 
in Ito with an initial increase followed by a decrease. These 
effects were not reversible with washout (Cheng et  al., 2017).

Multiple modulation mechanisms of NS5806 on Ito may 
underlie these concentration-dependent effects seen in different 
studies using different animal models.

NS5806 Effects: Conduction Velocity 
Slowing and Action Potential Duration 
Prolongation and Relation to Brugada 
Syndrome Arrhythmogenesis
CV slowing was a prominent effect of NS5806, and was responsible 
for the QRS prolongation of the electrocardiogram. It appears 
counterintuitive that modulating a repolarizing current would 
affect CV, which decreased by ~50% upon NS5806 infusion. It 
is conceivable that, given its timing at phase 1 of the AP, early 
and enhanced Ito activation may counteract the depolarizing 
effects of INa, thus decreasing the slope of phase 0, its dV/dt, 
and therefore compromising CV. However, the CV slowing may 
also be  due to the possibility of the off-target weak inhibitory 
effects of NS5806 on INa as reported by Calloe et  al. (2009).

Overall, we  observed that NS5806 led to APD prolongation 
during steady-state pacing at physiological rates. Previous 
publications have reported a bimodal response of the APD to 
Ito effects: either prolonging or abruptly shortening the APD 
(Calloe et  al., 2009). Ito is normally responsible for the phase-1 
notch of the AP and its “spike and dome” morphology. It has 
been postulated that in cells with higher Ito density, its repolarizing 
effects can lead to APs too low for sufficient ICa,L activation 
and to extreme AP shortening (no phase 2) (Antzelevitch, 
2004). Heterogeneous APD shortening is central to the 
mechanistic paradigm of phase-2 reentry in BrS (Calloe et  al., 
2009). However, there is only one report in which epicardial 
and endocardial monophasic AP recordings were taken 
simultaneously in one patient with BrS. Transmural gradient 
of AP between epicardium and endocardium was observed, 
but shortening of AP was not reported (Kurita et  al., 2002). 
The loss of AP dome at some epicardial sites observed in 
ventricular wedge preparations may not translate to the intact 
heart. In fact, gradients of activation recovery interval were 
larger in wedge than in the intact Langendorff-perfused heart, 
which supports artifactual AP gradients created by the wedge 
preparation (Boukens et  al., 2017). We  show that NS5806, 
neither alone nor in combination with VP, can reproduce BrS 
arrhythmogenesis in whole rabbit hearts. Thus, other mechanisms 
besides Ito enhancement must play a role. Mapping studies in 
humans with BrS (Morita et  al., 2008; Nagase et  al., 2008) 
have not observed this APD shortening, and neither did we. 
In computer simulations, only extreme degrees of Ito enhancement 
combined with extreme degrees of INa decrease were able to 
reproduce shortened APD (Zhang et al., 2015). Previous studies 
with the combination of AP recording and voltage-clamp 

A B C

FIGURE 7 | Examples of SEA suppresses NS5806-induced ectopy. (A) NS5806-induced spontaneous PVCs with frequent bigeminy. AP and Ca tracing during 
NS5806 infusion (top), APD and Ca versus DI (mid), and APD and isochronal map (bottom) for beat 1 and beat 2 as indicated in AP tracing (top). Long DIs were 
followed by short APDs. However, the amplitude of the Ca transient of these beats was consistently large. Ectopic beats initiated at sites in which the Ca transient was 
still on-going (~30.9% of maximum amplitude) while the AP had already terminated. Dotted line marks location of left anterior descending artery. Of note, APD maps 
are shown in different time scale to appreciate the spatial distribution with color. (B,C) SEA abolished NS5806-induced ventricular bigeminy and ectopic VT. Arrows 
indicate the high Ca load sites. Ectopic beats initiated with Ca-driven phase-4 depolarization via NCX. NCX blockade with SEA eliminated phase-4 depolarization.
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experiments determined the physiological role of Ito in the 
rabbit crista terminalis. At physiological heart rates, the kinetics 
of Ito suggest that it is modulated in a frequency-dependent 
fashion, and therefore can contribute to the frequency-dependent 
effects on APD. Only under conditions where the diastolic 
membrane potential is sufficiently negative and the diastolic 
interval is long enough for the inactivation of Ito to be removed, 
the subsequent APD is shortened (Giles and van Ginneken, 
1985). In the Ohara-Rudy AP model, the more common effect 
of Ito was APD prolongation for a wide range of degrees of 
Ito level (Zhang et  al., 2015). Hoogendijk et  al. have proposed 
that source-sink mismatch and structural heterogeneities may 
be important in leading to BrS ECG features and arrhythmogenesis, 
as clinical data seem to support (Coronel et  al., 2005;  
Hoogendijk et  al., 2010; Nademanee et  al., 2015).

All studies reporting APD shortening by NS5806 consistently 
used unphysiologically slow rates, such as 1-s (Calloe et  al., 
2011) or 2-s pacing (Cheng et  al., 2017). Although we  found 
APD prolongation during steady-state pacing, with physiological 
APD rate-dependence and APD restitution curves (Figure  2), 
we  did also show bradycardia-induced mild APD shortening 
during non-steady state conditions, most commonly, during 
bigeminal ventricular extrasystoles, or upon either initiation 
or termination of rapid pacing. During bigeminy (Figure  7), 
the first beat (normal) had a longer DI and a large Ca transient, 
and yet had a short APD. The extrasystole that followed had 
a much shorter DI, yet a longer APD. Interestingly, a similar 
behavior was shown in induced-pluripotent stem cell-derived 
myocytes from patients with BrS (see Figure  5 of Liang et  al., 
2016). We  first noticed an unusually short APD in the first 
spontaneous beat following a very long DI (>1  s) after a rapid 
pacing burst. Additionally, the first paced beat of a pacing 
burst had shorter APD than the subsequent beats, despite its 
longer DI. Ito has characteristically slow recovery kinetics and 
it is likely that upon long DIs, its relative contribution to 
repolarization might have been enhanced, leading to relative 
APD shortening.

Ito Modulation and Ca Cycling: Implications 
for Discordant Alternans
Ito has complex effects on AP/Ca coupling (Sah et  al., 2003). 
The phase-1 portion of the AP strongly modulates the time 
course and magnitude of the Ca transient through its effects 
on trans-sarcolemmal Ca influx through ICa,L channels and 
NCXs (Sah et  al., 2003). The effects of Ito modulation on the 
Ca transient vary among species, myocardial regions, and 
pathological conditions, (Sah et  al., 2003) but are mediated 
by modulations on ICa,L (Sah et al., 2002). Progressive decreases 
in Ito and in early repolarization lead to systematic decreases 
in amplitude and increases in duration ICa,L in myocytes from 
rats to rabbits to guinea pigs (Linz and Meyer, 2000). Although 
detailed studies of ICa,L under conditions of Ito enhancement 
have not been published, it is conceivable to expect opposite 
effects, i.e., increased amplitude and decreased duration of ICa,L. 
This, in turn, could lead to an increased amplitude of the Ca 
transient. Given the slow recovery kinetics of Ito, longer DIs 

during pauses would have greater Ito currents. This phenomenon 
could lead to both pause-dependent mild APD shortening as 
well as enhancement of the Ca transient. During rapid pacing 
bursts, the initial beat would have a relatively longer DI and 
thus a short APD. The Ca transient amplitude was largest 
after long DIs due to both enhancement of Ito as well as the 
physiological Ca-cycling rate-dependence. Combined APD 
shortening and increased Ca transient amplitude would set 
the stage for the development of out-of-phase APD and Ca 
transient alternation.

AP/Ca discordance during alternans has been attributed to 
the so-called negative coupling, whereby intracellular Ca 
influences APD predominantly via Ca-induced inactivation of 
ICa,L – which would shorten APD, rather than via electrogenic 
NCX – the so-called positive coupling, which would prolong 
the APD (Sato et  al., 2006). In this context, inhibition of NCX 
with SEA would further impair positive coupling, hence the 
lack of effect of this drug in preventing AP/Ca-discordant 
alternans. VP, however, eliminated AP/Ca discordant alternans. 
Conceivably this is the result of reduction overall of Ca entry 
and subsequent amplitude of the Ca transient – particularly, 
reduction of the pause-induced large Ca transient.

The spatial distribution of NS5806-induced spatially discordant 
alternans was remarkable in that it did not follow the expected 
pattern, where out-of-phase regions are separated by a broad 
nodal line, roughly perpendicular to the propagation direction. 
This pattern, observed at BL, is characteristic of CV restitution-
mediated spatially discordant alternans, in which positive 
coupling predominates (Sato et  al., 2006). However, after 
treatment with NS5806, the spatial scale of discordance followed 
a radically different pattern, with abrupt changes of phase in 
patches unrelated to the direction of propagation (Figure  5B). 
This finding was predicted theoretically by Sato et  al. (2006) 
for Ca-driven alternans with negative coupling, but never 
confirmed experimentally before.

Alternans observed during spontaneous (non-paced) 
beating poses a mechanistic challenge, since it was both 
AP/Ca and spatially discordant. Spatial discordance cannot 
be explained by CV restitution, since at slow rates CV would 
not be  compromised and the propagation of depolarization 
was similar for alternating beats (Figure  6B). Bradycardia-
induced alternation in Ito modulation may underlie this 
phenomenon, whereby beats with large Ito would have larger 
Ca transients and shorter APDs, thus generating AP/Ca 
discordance. Regional differences in Ito expression may 
underlie spatial discordance.

Ca-Driven Triggered Activity
The enhanced Ca transient, particularly during the short APD 
of long DI beats, led to triggered beats, presenting as ventricular 
bigeminy of focal origin, occurring after beats that had persistently 
elevated Ca past the APD termination. Ca concentrations of 
~ 30% of peak systolic Ca after completion of the APD were 
present preceding bigeminal PVCs. A straightforward explanation 
for the triggered beats involves high Ca load leading to phase-4 
depolarization via NCX. The triggered beat’s APD was consistently 
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longer than that of the preceding beat, because it no longer 
had a long DI. The dramatic effect of SEA in eliminating 
ventricular bigeminy supports this contention. Focal VE has 
been reported in BrS (Rodriguez-Manero et  al., 2016) and 
monomorphic extrasystoles have been shown to induce VF in 
BrS (Haissaguerre et  al., 2003). A similar mechanism has been 
postulated to operate in pulmonary vein ectopy during 
simultaneous sympathetic and parasympathetic stimulation, 
which leads to increased intracellular Ca and shortened APD, 
respectively (Patterson et  al., 2006).

Limitations
NS5806 has been reported to have actions besides Ito opening, 
which are species- and tissue-dependent (Cheng et  al., 2017) 
and may include some degree of INa blockade (Cheng et  al., 
2017). We  did not use ventricular wedge preparations and, 
therefore, transmural propagation was not studied. This was 
chosen to avoid the grossly unphysiological creation of no-flux 
conditions and uncoupling by the transmural cut surface.

CONCLUSIONS

NS5806 did not reproduce BrS arrhythmogenesis in intact rabbit 
hearts, but instead altered APD rate-dependence with steady-
state APD prolongation and pause-induced APD shortening, 
and CV slowing. It also caused altered AP-Ca coupling, leading 
to AP/Ca-discordant alternans, and Ca-induced VE.
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